Abstract: A substantial fraction of the Web consists of pages that are dynamically generated using a common template populated with data from databases, such as product description pages on e-commerce sites. The objective of the proposed research is to automatically detect the template behind these pages and extract embedded data (e.g., product name, price…). The template detection problem is formalized and an analysis of the underlying structure of template-generated pages is made. A template detection approach is presented and the detected templates are used to extract data from instance pages. Comparing with many other existing work, the approach is applicable for both "list pages" and "detail pages". Experimental results on two large third-party test beds show that the approach can achieve high extraction accuracy.
Introduction
Today the World-Wide Web (WWW) has become the largest distributed information repository. A substantial fraction of the Web consists of pages that are dynamically generated using a common template populated with data from databases. These types of pages constitute an important part of the so-called "Deep Web", which cannot be easily indexed by general search engines. A typical example of such a collection is the Amazon (Amazon.com.
http://www.amazon.com) book pages. Moreover, the pages can be further divided into list and detail pages. A list page usually contains several data records (e.g., the search result page in Fig.1 ), while a detail page (e.g., the two book pages in Fig.1 ) contains just one record with detail information. This paper studies the problem of automatically extracting data from template-generated web pages. Given a collection of pages generated by an unknown template, our approach detects the template and extracts embedded data without any human involvement. Table 1 shows the extracted data from detail pages in Fig.1 . There are many challenges in automatically extracting data from template-generated web pages. Data identification is a challenging problem. In a web page, data and labels are mixed and there is no obvious way to differentiate them. For example, "by Bruce Eckel" contains a label "by" and data "Bruce Eckel". The second obvious problem is the complexity of web data schema. There are lots of repetitive, optional and nested fields in the schema of web data, and a single page may contain data from several tables of back-end databases. For example, a book may have several authors and reviews, and a review may consist of user name, publish time, content, etc. The third problem is due to the presentation-oriented characteristics of the HTML language. The same tags can be used
results of recent works, data extraction in record level from list pages has achieved high accuracy (more than 90%
in some results), while data extraction in field level from detail or list pages gets lower accuracy (about 80% average accuracy). Our approach focuses on data extraction in field level and increases the extraction accuracy rate.
This paper makes the following contributions. Firstly, we formalize the template detection problem (Section 2) and make an analysis of the underlying structure of template-generated pages (Section 4). Secondly, we propose a novel template detection approach by the organic combination the following heuristics: statistical, structural and visual layout features of the template-generated pages (Sections 5 and 6). Thirdly, experimental results on two thirty-party test beds show that our approach can achieve high extraction accuracy in both list and detail pages (Section 7).
Problem Definition

Representation of Web pages
Appropriate representation of web pages can bring convenience to the extraction task. In the paper, three types of tokens: StartTagToken, EndTagToken and TextToken are introduced to represent the building elements of web pages and two data structures: token sequence and token tree are used to represent the structure aspect (see Fig.2 ). A token sequence is a linear data structure that is made up of all these three kinds of tokens. On the other hand, a token tree only contains StartTagTokens and TextTokens, since EndTagTokens are unnecessary to reserve the token hierarchy of HTML documents. For every web page, there is a root token tree, while every offspring node of the root token also forms a token tree itself. Comparing with simple string or tag-tree, our representation of web pages reserves more information of HTML documents and includes visual information.
Template and template detection
Definition 2.1 (template). A template T of a set of web pages is a regular expression over an alphabet Σ=M∪L∪D and a set of operators (•,*,?), where:
• M is the set of template tags, including both the HTML start tags and end tags. Since a common HTML tag can be used as different elements of M, we use a HTML tag plus a suffix instead, e.g. div 1 . In some cases, if HTML tags are part of data, these tags should not be classified to M.
• L is the set of labels that appear in web pages. A label is a text string that is not part of data or a template tag. For example, in Fig.3 , text strings like "by", "Reviewer" and "Rate" are labels. Intuitively, labels are those text strings shared by a majority of web pages. 
Fig.3 An example template
• D is the set of data fields. In most situations, a data field corresponds to a column of a table (view) in a relational database. In this paper we use upper letters such as A, B to represent anonymous fields, while known fields are represented by '$' plus the field names (e.g., $title, $price).
Since the original database field names are generally not encoded in Web pages, we use the anonymous fields in the template. Discovering data field names is a separate research problem called attribute labeling which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Example 2.1. Figure 4 shows an example which contains threes pages generated by the template in Fig.3 .
Example pages are given as the form of token trees. Each token has a name plus a suffix to differentiate with others. Fig.4 Three example pages generated by the template in Fig.3 Definition 2.2 (template detection). Given a set of web pages generated by some unknown template T, template detection is the process of deducing the template T.
With the help of these definitions, we can see that filling the data fields in a template with appropriate data creates a page, while template detection can be seen as the reverse process of page creation. Formally, the template detection problem can be seen as an instance of regular grammar inference problem from positive examples, which is a well-known and extensively studied problem. However, it has been proven in theory that the correctness of deducing regular grammars from positive examples alone is undecidable [2] . Fortunately, for template detection, specific heuristics can be used to enhance the task, such as statistical, structural and visual layout features of template-generated pages. This paper proposes a novel template detection approach using these heuristics.
Overview of Our Approach
Given a set of example pages, our approach can be briefly described as follows: Firstly, we group the tokens in the pages into CTokens, where a ctoken denotes the set of tokens generated by the same element of an alphabet. For example, {html 11 ,html 21 ,html 31 }, {by 11 ,by 21 ,by 31 } and {Ken,Pat,Mitchell} are three ctokens corresponding to elements 〈html〉 1 , by 1 and B ($author) in Example 2.1. This step can be seen as the process of finding "letters" of the unknown template's alphabet. Note that tokens in the same ctoken may distributed in the same page (generated by while iteration) as well as across different pages (generated by applying the same template multi-times). Secondly, we construct the target template by analyzing the occurrence patterns of the ctokens. This step can be seen as the process of recovering the regular expression over the alphabet. Figure 5 shows the following main steps of our approach and each step's input and output.
• Tokenization. In this step, the given web pages are transformed into token sequences (trees • Compute ctokens. In this step, tokens are clustered into ctokens using various heuristics, such as token properties (e.g. name, path), the structural context and statistical information, etc. The resultant set of the computed ctokens will be used as the alphabet of the unknown template. More accurate definition of ctoken and other core concepts and their characteristics are described in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the algorithm for computing ctokens in detail.
• Construct the template and extract data. Based on the ctokens computed in Step 2, another algorithm is developed to construct the target template by analyzing the occurrence patterns of the ctokens in the token sequences. Section 6 presents the detail of the algorithm. When the template is constructed, we can construct a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) from the template, and then use the NFA to extract data from instance pages. Since this process is straightforward, the paper does not describe this topic.
Web pages Token sequences (trees) CTokens
Template and data
Step 3: Constuct the template and extract data Step 2: Compute tokens
Step 1: Tokenization 
CTokens
This section defines the core concepts that clarify the underlying structure of template-generated Web pages and presents their characteristics, which serve as the rational behind the design of our template detection algorithm.
Note that most of the characteristics are based on our observations and hold in majority cases, so they can be Note the one to one correspondence between a ctoken and an element of Σ, we can use the name of the corresponding element to denote the ctoken, e.g. 〈html〉 1 is used to denote the ctoken {html 11 ,html 21 ,html 31 }.
From the definition of ctoken, we have the following characteristics:
• C1: Tokens have the same name if they are in a markup-ctoken or label-ctoken. For example, tokens generated by 〈html〉 1 have the same name "〈html〉". However, tokens in data-ctokens usually have different names, e.g., tokens generated by B($author) have names: "Ken", "Pat" and "MitChell".
• C2: Tokens in the same ctoken have the same path. This characteristic can be easily verified in example 2.1. For example, tokens generated by 〈tr〉 1 have the same path "/html/body/div/table/tr". However, the contrary is not true in general. For example, tr 11 and tr 21 have the same path, but they belong to different ctokens.
• C3: If two StartTagTokens belong to the same ctoken, their corresponding EndTagTokens must be in the same ctoken (and vice-versa). For example, html 11 and html 21 belong to 〈html〉 1 , their corresponding EndTagTokens 〈/html〉 11 and 〈/html〉 21 must belong to the same ctoken (〈/html〉 1 ).
The characteristics C1 and C2 above can be used to group the tokens initially and the characteristic C3 can be used to construct a new ctoken using the corresponding EndTagTokens of the set of StartTagTokens. are three of the 17 equivalence forests in Example 2.1. We use T〈tokenid〉 to denote the token tree rooted at the token identified by tokenid. Intuitively, an equivalence forest is used to denote fragments of web pages generated by the same fragment of a template. Initially, the root token trees of example pages make up a bootstrap equivalence forest. Then, by examining the internal structure of these token trees, more fine grained equivalence forests can be discovered.
Definition 4.3 (skeleton CToken).
A ctoken c is a skeleton ctoken with respect to an equivalence forest F iff there is a one-to-one mapping m between the tokens in c and the token trees of F, where m(t)=T〈r〉 means that token t occurs in token tree T〈r〉.
Obviously, the root ctoken of an equivalence forest is a skeleton ctoken, since every token tree contains exactly one root token. Because of the one-to-one mapping between StartTagTokens and EndTagTokens, if c is a skeleton ctoken which consists of StartTagTokens, a ctoken c′ consisting of the corresponding EndTagTokens is also seen as a skeleton ctoken, though EndTagTokens do not occur in the token trees. Take an equivalence forest From the definition of skeleton ctoken, we have the following characteristics:
• C4: Skeleton ctokens to the same equivalence forest F have the same number of tokens, which is equal to the number of token trees in F.
• C5: For every two skeleton ctokens c 1 and c 2 to the same equivalence forest F, their appearances in the 杨少华 等:针对模板生成网页的一种数据自动抽取方法 215 same token tree have a fixed occurrence order in the token sequences. Let T〈r〉 be any one token tree of F, t 1 ∈c 1 and t 2 ∈c 2 are two tokens in T〈r〉, such that t 1 is always before (or after) t 2 . The characteristic makes sure that for the skeleton ctokens to an equivalence forest, their appearances occurring in the same token tree have a fixed occurrence order in the token sequences.
The characteristic C5 is also called as the "ordered" characteristic of skeleton ctokens. Given a set of skeleton slots, we can sort these skeleton slots by the occurrence order of their appearances in the token sequences. Based on the two characteristics above, we define another concept "skeleton slot" below and then derive the "nested" characteristic of skeleton ctokens. is the union set of A i (1≤i≤k), where A i is a set of tokens that occur between their appearances in the ith token tree of F. We use 2-tuple 〈c 1 ,c 2 〉 to represent a skeleton slot between two skeleton ctokens c 1 and c 2 . Fig.6 shows skeleton slots in the equivalence forest {T〈html 11 〉,T〈html 21 〉,T〈html 31 〉}. For example, the skeleton slot 〈〈body〉 1 ,〈b〉 1 〉 has three tokens: div 11 ,div 21 ,div 31 , which can be computed as follows: Firstly, for each token tree, the appearances of the two skeleton ctokens are found and form a token pair (e.g. body 11 and b 11 in T〈html 11 〉).
Secondly, tokens between these token pairs in the token sequences are found and added into the skeleton slot. Intuitively, skeleton ctokens are used to denote partition points that divide the tokens inside a token tree into disjoint sets. Armed with the characteristics C5 and C6, these two concepts provide us a powerful tool for applying divide and conquer strategy on discovering ctokens and templates.
Computing CTokens
This section discusses the algorithm for computing ctokens. We will describe how to use the characteristics presented in Section 4 in our algorithm. In particular, two key techniques of the algorithm are introduced. The first technique is on how to compute skeleton ctokens in an equivalence forest. The other technique is how to compute equivalence forests in a skeleton slot. Ctokens computed by the algorithm are possible ctokens because the algorithm itself can't ensure whether they are the real ones. In this paper, we still use ctoken to refer to possible ctoken and the correct sense can be identified by the context around the word.
The computation algorithm
Given a collection of token sequences (trees) that represent a collection of example web pages, the ctokens are computed as follows: The object Q is a FIFO queue of equivalence forests. For each iteration (from L4 to L12), firstly, the head equivalence forest of Q is removed and denoted by F; secondly, skeleton ctokens in F are computed; thirdly, for each skeleton slot with respect to F, more equivalence forests are computed and inserted into Q. The third step makes the iteration continually and is guided by the characteristic C5 and C6 described in Section 4. If the computed skeleton slots of are correct (which means that the computed skeleton ctokens are the real ones), these characteristics ensure that for each ctoken c and each computed skeleton slot s, c⊆s or c∩s=∅.
Algorithm 1. Compute_CTokens(P).
Algorithm 1 has two key procedures: firstly, computing skeleton ctokens in an equivalence forest; and secondly computing equivalence forests and data-ctokens in a skeleton slot. The detail is given in the following subsections.
Computing skeleton CTokens
Given an equivalence forest F={T〈r 1 〉,T〈r 2 〉,…,T〈r k 〉}, the procedure of computing skeleton ctokens is outlined as follows:
1. S←Φ, S is used to store skeleton ctokens.
2. Cluster tokens that occur in F with the same path and name into possible ctokens. 5. Make sure skeleton ctokens in S satisfy the "ordered" characteristic (C5).
The 2nd step of the procedure is based on the characteristics C1 and C2. The 3rd step uses the definition of skeleton ctoken. In the 4th step, a new ctoken is created based on the characteristic C3. In the last step, some computed ctokens that can't satisfy the characteristic C5 will be removed from S.
Take the equivalence forest {T〈html 11 〉,T〈html 21 〉,T〈html 31 〉} for example, 9 skeleton ctokens are computed in this procedure: 〈html〉 1 , 〈body〉 1 , 〈b〉 1 , 〈/b〉 1 , by 1 , 〈table〉 1 , 〈/table〉 1 , 〈/body〉 1 , 〈/html〉 1 . Note that some skeleton ctokens 杨少华 等:针对模板生成网页的一种数据自动抽取方法 217 can't be found in this procedure, such as skeleton data-ctokens. These skeleton ctokens will be found in subsequent procedures.
Computing equivalence forests
This procedure computes the equivalence forests as well as data-ctokens and label-ctokens in a given skeleton slot. The equivalence forest computation problem is a special clustering problem, where token trees rooted at tokens that belong to the same markup-ctoken are grouped into an equivalence forest. We propose a clustering algorithm for this specific problem, using the characteristics presented in Section 4 and an additional observation: token trees in an equivalence forest usually have similar structural and visual layout features. We define a measure of the similarity between two token trees and use the average linkage clustering method to group similar token trees.
Given a skeleton slot 〈c m ,c n 〉 with respect to an equivalence forest F, the procedure of computing equivalence forests is outlined as follows:
1. T←the collection of most "top" token trees rooted at StartTagTokens in the skeleton slot. In the 1st step, a most "top" token tree is a token tree that satisfies: let r be the root of the token tree, ① r∈〈c m ,c n 〉; ② the parent of r is not in 〈c m ,c n 〉. The 2nd step is guided by the characteristics C1 and C2. In the 3rd step, we use the average linkage clustering method to group similar token trees into equivalence forests and the clustering process is guarded by a similarity threshold. The 4th step first cluster the TextTokens with the same name into label-ctokens, and then the remaining TextTokens are grouped into data-ctokens.
Take the skeleton slot 〈〈table〉 1 ,〈/table〉 1 〉 for example. The result of the 2nd step is a set made up of 12 tokens trees: T〈tr 11 〉,T〈tr 12 〉,T〈tr 21 〉,…. Then after the clustering process in the 3rd step, we gain two equivalence forests: 
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This definition is called as Cosine Similarity and can be geometrically interpreted as the cosine of the angle between x 1 and x 2 . We use the binary valued features, which means if a token tree possesses the ith feature then the value of the ith vector component is 1 (otherwise, 0). The vector product 1 2 • T x x is the number of features possessed by both t 1 and t 2 , and ||x 1 ||||x 2 || is the geometric mean of the number of features possessed by x 1 and the number possessed by x 2 . Thus, the value of s(t 1 ,t 2 ) is between 0 and 1.
For the technical convenience, every feature is identified by a string called key and two features are the same if they have the same key. We only choose those structural and visual layout features of the token trees to compute the similarity. At the writing time of this paper, we propose the following types of features (using the subtrees t 1 , t 2 , t 3 in 2) Attribute Feature. The attributes of the common tags are mapped into attribute features whose key is like "…/tr/td@valign="top"", where "valign" and "top" are the attribute's name and value.
3) Width (Height) Feature. The widths of the common tags are mapped into width features whose key is like "…/tr/td#width=800", where "800" is the width of the common tag 〈td〉. A height feature is defined as similar to a width feature.
4)
Text Feature. Every TextToken in a token tree is mapped into a text feature whose key is the token's path, e.g., "rate" in t 2 is mapped into a text feature with a key "…/tr/td/div/text()". Table 2 shows the features of t 1 and t 2 (we use the tag name as a substitute for the path in the feature key), and the similarity of t 1 and t 2 can be computed by 1 2 ( , ) 3/ 8 9 0.35 s t t = × = . 
5)
Given a collection of token trees and a similarity threshold δ, we use the average linkage clustering method to group similar token trees into equivalence forests. Initially, every token tree is in its own cluster. Then the method repeats the following two steps: ① calculate the similarity between every two clusters using average values of similarities between every member in a cluster and all other members in another cluster; ② find the two clusters with the highest average similarity s max , if s max ≥δ then the two clusters are joined together to form a new cluster, otherwise exit the repeating process. Finally, the result clusters are the equivalence forests.
Constructing Templates
This section discusses the algorithm of template construction over the ctokens discovered in Section 5. From the process of computing equivalence forests, we can conclude that equivalence forest also has the "nested" characteristic: Equivalence forests are always "nested" in the same skeleton slot. Thus, we can apply divide and conquer strategy to our template constructing algorithm. The algorithm is described as follows in detail:
Algorithm 2. Construct_Template(F,C)
. 
L11:
Exprs←Kleene∪Optional∪Alternation.
L12:
Sort the regular expressions in Exprs by the occurrence order of tokens generated by them.
L13:
for each regular expression expr∈Exprs do
L14:
Every ctoken c that consists of StartTagTokens in expr is replaced by the regular expression computed by Construct_Template(f,C) recursively, where f is the equivalence forest using c as its root ctoken.
L15: R←R•expr
L16: end for
L17: end for
L18: R←R•c m
L19: return R
Algorithm 2 is designed as a recursive procedure. Skeleton ctokens are concatenated to form the "skeleton" of the target regular expression. However, it is much more complicated to deduce regular expressions from skeleton slots (from L3 to L17). At L5, a most "top" token in 〈c i ,c i+1 〉 is a token whose parent is out of 〈c i ,c i+1 〉, for these tokens are usually located at the most top of the token tree comparing with other tokens. At L10, merging the regular expressions in Kleene and Optional is the most difficult subprocedure in the whole algorithm. For convenience, fragments of tokens generated by a regular expression e are also called as the appearances of e. The merging procedure is described as follows:
For the set Kleene, the algorithm repeats looking for two expressions (r)* and (s)* in Kleene that satisfy any one of the following conditions until none can be found:
1) If ∀T∈F, suppose T contains k appearances of r (denoted by r 1 ,r 2 ,…,r k ) and l appearances of s (denoted by s 1 ,s 2 ,…,s l ), such that k=l and r i is always directly followed by s i (1≤i≤k) in the token sequence of T, then, merge (r)* and (s)* into (r•s)*.
2) If ∀T∈F, every appearance of s always follows some appearance of r directly, and ∃T∈F, T contains some appearance of r which is not followed by an appearance of s directly, e.g. "rs…r…rs…", then, merge (r)* and (s)* into (r•s?)*.
3) If ∀T∈F, every appearance of r is always followed by some appearance of s directly, and ∃T∈F, T contains some appearance of s which does not follow an appearance of r directly, e.g. "rs…s…rs…", Essentially, constructing templates over ctokens is an instance of regular grammar inference problem from positive examples and the correctness is undecidable in theory. Thus, the algorithm may be invalid in some case.
However, empirical results on two large third-party datasets show that the algorithm works well in most cases.
Experiments
In this section, we present the empirical results on two third-party datasets using our approach and compare the results with other three mostly-referenced methods. The results show that our approach can achieve high extraction accuracy in both list and detail pages.
At the last, we analyze the results and explore the reasons behind.
Experimental setup
Based on the approach described above, we have built a prototype of a wrapper generation system called To achieve a fair comparison with other methods, we choose two third-party datasets as our test bed. The first collection is the datasets used within EXALG [5] , which contains 45 web sites. For each site, we randomly choose 10 pages to set up an extraction task and manually label the data fields and records (if the example pages are list pages). The other collection is the Testbed for Information Extraction from Deep Web (TBDW v1.02 [6] ), which contains 51 sites (5 pages per site) and the creators have manually labeled all the data fields of the records. Because our approach perform a page-level extraction, we also manually label those data fields out of the records, such as page title, search matches, time usage, etc. EXALG datasets contain both two types of pages, while TBDW datasets contain list pages only.
Evaluation metrics
We use the standard metrics recall and precision to evaluate the performance of our system. For data field identification, recall and precision are defined below:
where E f-correct is the total number of correctly identified data fields, E f-total is the total number of identified data fields and E f-total is the total number of manually labeled data fields. Since some related works (e.g., ViNTs [7] ) only extract records from list pages, we evaluate our system in record-level extraction as well. The meanings of symbols that occur in record level metrics below are similar to the corresponding symbols defined above. 杨少华 等:针对模板生成网页的一种数据自动抽取方法 221
Experimental results and discussion
We compare our approach with EXALG [4] , ViNTs [7] and ViPER [8] on the two datasets. The results are shown in Table 3 . The running results of the other three systems are directly acquired from the papers above. For the EXALG datasets, we compare our approach with EXALG in field-level extraction. Table 3 shows that Grubber improves the performance remarkably. We conclude two reasons to the improvement: ① more characteristics of underlying structure of template-generated web pages are explored; ② more heuristics are used in Grubber, for example, the visual layout information (e.g., the width and height of HTML tags in visual), the attributes of HTML tags, string characteristics and etc. For the TBDW datasets, we compare our approach with other two methods in record-level extraction. Table 3 shows we gain a better performance than ViNTs. Comparing with ViPER, our system achieves almost the same perfect performance. From the table, we also can see that Grubber works better on TBDW datasets than EXALG datasets. This is because EXALG datasets have web sites with detail pages, while TBDW datasets consist of only list pages. Table 4 shows the experimental results on the two types of pages. As we can see in this table, our system can achieve high extraction accuracy in both two types of pages. Compared to detail pages, our system work better for list pages. This is due to two reasons: ① list pages usually have simple web data schemas; ② heuristics such as structural and visual layout characteristics are more effective in list pages. 
Related Works
Many approaches have been reported in the literature for information extraction from web pages. These can be classified along different dimensions: the targeted information source (free text vs. generated by template; list pages vs. detail pages), degree of automation (manual, semi-automatic vs. fully automatic), complexity of data extracted (flat vs. nested), extraction level (field vs. record). Detailed discussions of various approaches can be found in several surveys [1, 3] . We now discuss some of the most closely related works.
In the sense of task domain, degree of automation and extraction level, the most relevant work to our approach are RoadRunner [9] , EXALG [4] , which are fully automatic and applicable to both list pages and detail pages.
RoadRunner starts off with the first input page as its initial template, then for each subsequent page, it uses a matching algorithm to compare the page with the current template and adjusts the current template when mismatches happen. The full algorithm has an exponential time complexity. Moreover, RoadRunner assumes the templates are union-free regular expressions, which does not hold for many collections of web pages. EXALG is an improved approach and can overcome the main limitations of RoadRunner. It imports two novel techniques, differentiating roles and equivalence classes to help detect the unknown template. In the first technique, the occurrence paths are used to differentiate roles of the tokens. In the second technique, the occurrence frequencies of the tokens over the input pages (occurrence vector) are used to find equivalence classes. Inspired by EXAG, our approach also utilizes the occurrence paths and the occurrence frequencies of the tokens. However, our approach has several major differences with EXALG: Firstly, EXALG treats the input pages as token sequences and considers little about the characteristic of tree structure of HTML document (just using the paths of tokens). Secondly, EXALG tries to group the tokens by differentiating roles, while our approach groups the tokens using a set of defined rules and an average linkage clustering method based on the similarity of token trees. Thirdly, several effective features are ignored in EXALG, e.g. visual layout information, tag attributes and string similarity.
In the sense of the techniques used, we focus on how to discover the repeated patterns from the example pages in unsupervised systems. Besides the approaches discussed above, other relevant works are DeLa [10] , ViNTs [7] , ViPER [8] , ViDRE [11] , DEPTA [12] , etc. DeLa [10] treats the input pages as strings and employs an algorithm to discover the continuously repeated (C-repeated) substrings using suffix trees. Visual features and tree structure of HTML document are ignored in DeLa. ViNTs [7] proposes an algorithm to find SRRs (search result records) from returned pages of the search engines. It treats a web page as a collection of content lines and identifies those content lines that separate the web page into several blocks. Then blocks are grouped by their visual similarities for subsequence analysis. ViNTs works best on search engine results. However, it requires a no-result page and some special heuristics of SRRs are used. ViPER [8] identifies and ranks potential repeated patterns using visual features. Then matching subsequences of the pattern with the highest weight is aligned with global multiple sequence alignment techniques. ViDRE [11] first builds visual block tree from the input page and discovers those visual blocks each of which contains a data record. Many features like position, layout, font attributes are used as heuristics to perform the task. DEPTA [12] applies a partial tree alignment technique to mine data records in a web page. Both tree edit distance and visual features are used to discover data records. However, the approaches above are applicable to list pages, while our approach can be used for both two types of pages directly.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposed a novel approach to automatically detecting templates from a set of example pages and extracting data in field level. We formalize the template detection problem and make an analysis of the underlying structure of template-generated pages. Our approach detects the unknown template by two algorithms. The first algorithm is to group the tokens in the pages into CTokens, using a set of defined rules and an average linkage clustering method based on the similarity of token trees. The second algorithm is to construct the target template by analyzing the occurrence patterns of the CTokens. The statistical, structural and visual layout features of template-generated pages are used as the heuristics in the algorithms. We have built a prototype of a wrapper generation system called Grubber and experimental results show that our approach can achieve high extraction accuracy in both list and detail pages.
There are several important issues remaining to be addressed in our subsequent research: ① improving the performance of detecting templates using more features, e.g. font attributes (such as size, color, etc.); ② enhancing the usability by supporting assistant utilities, e.g. republishing the wrappers generated from detected templates as web services.
